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Purpose
Smooth Transition conducted a written needs assessment of
76 local employers and assessed their specific needs related
to:





Hiring new employees
Work attitudes
Job retention
Any other identified area related to job readiness that
would assist both the County participants and the
local employer

The assessment results gathered were used to determine and
develop the key components of the HIRE ME curriculum,
which is to be used as a career development training tool for
the Riverside County Department of Social Services.

Guiding Principles and Procedures
Assessments were conducted evenly amongst the thirteen
(13) industries in Riverside County so that at least (4)
employers are included from each industry, including small
businesses and corporately operated businesses. Smooth
Transition considered the reported employer needs as they
relate to both entry level and skilled positions. Smooth
Transition compared common needs and requirements
related to hiring new employees, work attitudes, job
retention, and any other identified area related to job
readiness that would assist both the County participants and
the local employer. Smooth Transition obtained and worked
alongside assigned County representatives to develop the
assessment tool used. Those results were used to develop
HIRE ME course learning objectives, to develop curriculum,
exercises and participant workbook.
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Trends and Patterns at
a Glance…
The employer assessments
clearly showed:
1 – Communication skills,
attitude and motivation are
the skills most lacking
2 – Communication, reliability
and interpersonal skills are
also lacking in new hires
3 – Pay and lack of
opportunity to move up in a
career are the number one
reasons employers have high
turnover in employees
4 – Internet is now the most
used recruitment tool
5 – Vocational certificates, job
trade licenses and on the job
training skills were more
important than a four year
degree to most employers
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General Assessment Questions
Smooth Transition conducted a written needs assessment of 76 local employers and assessed
their specific needs related to hiring new employees, work attitudes, job retention and other
identified areas related to job readiness. The objective of the needs assessment was to not only
provide valuable information to assist County staff in developing services for their customers,
but also to provide information necessary to develop the HIRE ME curriculum and incorporate
training elements that would be relevant to the needs of local employers as well as the needs
of County DPSS customers. Smooth Transition staff worked alongside assigned County DPSS
staff to determine the specific areas needing assessment, the best way to approach the
industries to be assessed and the most effective assessment delivery system. Based on the
meetings with County staff and the overall goals and objectives for the HIRE ME curriculum,
the following questions were determined to be the most critical in the evaluation process. A
copy of the assessment tool can be located in the Appendix section of this report.
1-

What employee skills sets are most are most valuable to you today? (Top 3)
a) How would you rank them in order of importance?

2-

What are the key skill sets you feel your current work force and applicants are lacking?

3-

What do you find are your biggest barriers in retaining high quality employees?

4-

Where do you find you’re most talented or qualified employees?
a) How do you recruit your workforce?

5-

What are the future growth trends in your industry?
a) What workforce needs will this create? (Skills/Education needed)

6-

How important is a 4 year college degree to you when hiring?

7-

What professional/technical certifications do you employ or require within your
company?

8-

Do you hire individuals who have a prior criminal record?
a) What can an individual with prior background issues to better their chances to
work at your company? (ie; intern, volunteer)
b) How far back do you go on someone’s background when hiring new staff?
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Employers were also asked, when thinking about their current workforce or when recruiting
new employees, what skill levels did they find most individuals ranked in the following areas?
The rating ranged from 1= low skill to 5=above average skill.
Areas of ranking by employers:
1. Communication skills
2. Teamwork competency
3. Interpersonal relationship skills
4. Sales skills
5. Emotional regulation
6. Stress management
7. Resilience
8. Persistence and perseverance
9. Patience
10. Skills dealing with difficult personalities
11. Skills dealing with difficult / unexpected situations
12. Savvy in handling office politics
13. Networking skills
14. Math skills
15. Written Communication skills
16. Knowledge of fractions
17. Good attendance
18. Good personal appearance
19. Good attitude
As called out for in the RFP, participating employers were chosen and assessed based on the
predetermined thirteen (13) focus industries identified by County DPSS. Assessments were
conducted evenly amongst the thirteen (13) industries In Riverside County so that at least (4)
employers were included from each industry, including small businesses and corporately
operated businesses. Smooth Transition carefully considered employer needs as they related to
both entry level and skilled positions and compared common employer needs and
requirements related to hiring new employees, work attitudes, job retention, and any other
identified areas related to job readiness that would assist both the County participants and the
local employer. Prior to beginning the assessments, a series of meeting took place between
assigned County DPSS staff and Smooth Transition staff. As a result of those meetings, County
approval on the results of the local employer needs assessment in addition to the learning
objectives for the development of the HIRE ME curriculum, exercises and participant
workbook was obtained. The information gathered from these meetings directly correlated to
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the information gathered in the employer needs assessments and the HIRE ME curriculum
training content. Assessment of the employers and analysis was focused on and used for
curriculum and exercise development in the following industries:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11
12.
13.

Hospitality/Entertainment
Culinary/Food Service
Office/Professional
Retail
Technology
Security
Manufacturing
Transportation
Automotive Repair
Construction
HVAC Repair and Installation
Renewable Energy
Warehousing

It was recommended by assigned County DPSS staff that based on employment trends across
Riverside County, Agriculture and Medical industries be added to the list of industries polled.
This is the reason for the additional 16 survey results received.

Procedures
The required assessment component of the RFP was developed and implemented by Dr. Robin
Goins, Executive Director of Smooth Transition, Inc. with coordination support from the staff
of Smooth Transition. Due to the economic challenges continuing to face Riverside County
post-recession and the fact that unemployment rates in various industries in Riverside County
continue to fluctuate, Dr. Goins recommended an intensive and detailed analysis of the needs
of local employers as noted above. Dr. Goins advised more than just contacting the employers
with a list of questions would be necessary, and that a detailed analysis and long-term
planning would be required to address the needs of local employers. Dr. Goins and her staff
developed a statistically sound and measurable survey that was applicable to all participating
employers along with the specific thirteen focus groups. The assessment tool was designed to
be flexible for the various employer needs and could be administered both in written form and
electronic form, and all electric data analytics was viewable and useable immediately using the
online survey statistical tool chosen for the assessment package.
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Upon award of the RFP, and after initial meetings for the HIRE ME model, Dr. Goins and staff
began contacting prospective employers within the Smooth Transition network. Additional
potential employer contacts were made by contacting the County's Workforce Development
Office, Chamber of Commerce, County Economic Development Office, CVEP and the
Workforce Investment Board. Once interested employers were recruited, a survey was
distributed to each employer via email or hard copy along with a request to participate in their
industry related focus group. Results of the surveys and 13 Focus Groups were analyzed by
Dr. Goins and Smooth Transition staff and presented to the County DPSS office in the form of
this report.

Information and Data Collection
Employer needs survey focus group data collection was achieved using a variety of methods.
Those methods included phone conferences, in person small groups and individual
participation. Using the assessment tool, Dr. Goins and Smooth Transition staff collected the
pertinent data during the focus group sessions, which were based on the thirteen industry
clusters. The guidelines for data collection were that the assessment tools not be altered and
that the thirteen focus group clusters be evenly distributed with a minimum of four per
industry. The assessment tool, or method of data collection, was dependent largely on the
predetermined elements of investigation, which were employer needs and how to connect
those needs to County DPSS goals and objectives and HIREME curriculum design.
A mixed method statistical approach, or combination of quantitative and qualitative research,
was completed and the qualitative data was assigned a numerical value to ensure uniformity
and to look for clear patterns within the data. The rationale behind this method was that when
gathering evaluative data or programmatic information, researchers typically employ numeric
data, checklists, weighting scales, or other quantitative measures. Often, there is a need to ask
open-ended questions to probe subject areas or topics more fully, which was the case with this
assessment package and the use of focus groups. Because, as with most qualitative data,
response categories cannot be predicted. This required the Smooth Transition team to identify
an alternative method of collecting data or information in order to improve response rate, or
reduce potential for researcher induced bias. This method was the development of an
assessment tool that allowed for qualitative based answers as well as qualitative (Likert Scale)
responses.

Information Analysis
Because it was important to determine the scope of a research project when developing the
assessment questions, and since standard statistical practice is that quantitative research
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requires at least 30 subjects to be considered statistically significant, the use of qualitative data
allowed the assessment package to take a more in-depth approach to employer needs. Using
the thirteen focus group format for both qualitative and quantitative research, clustered
sampling was used. To ensure that good data collection procedures were employed, and
following the general statistical data collection rules of a defined sampling process, it was
critical that data be kept in order while noting comments and non-responses. It is important to
note that although the best standard statistical analysis methods were employed in the design
of the assessment tool and the methods used in delivering those assessments, errors and biases
can result in the data as well as sampling errors and biases can be induced by the sample
design. Non-sampling errors can also affect results; however those errors are not likely based
on the design of the assessment tool and the simplicity in which it was delivered among the
thirteen focus group industries.
When creating the assessment package, Dr. Goins and Smooth Transition staff determined that
qualitative research was important in reaching the goals and objectives of the RFP because it
generates data that can provide in depth insight into a question or topic. However, in order to
draw conclusions from qualitative data, it was essential to quantify the data from the
qualitative data. This involved turning the data from words or images into numbers, which
was achieved by coding ethnographic or other data and looking for emerging patterns.
Because the qualitative data was in the form of responses to a standardized questionnaire
survey, this data had to be quantified. Simple frequencies and relationships between variables
were calculated by using qualitative software. First, the data was in groups which relate to
particular areas of industry. The next step was to read all of the data carefully and construct a
category system that allowed all of the data to be categorized systematically. The categories
were internally homogeneous and externally heterogeneous, meaning that everything in one
category was held together in some meaningful way and the differences between categories
were identified and made clear.
In addition, because good qualitative research will have a label for all data, every attempt was
made so that each segment fit in only one category. Lastly, the classification system was
specifically designed to be meaningful and relevant to the study, which focused on the
employer needs and the questions listed in the previous section of this report. Once a system
was created for organizing the data, each category was assigned a number, and then
transcriptions of survey results were coded. After the data was coded, the data was analyzed
by Dr. Goins and Smooth Transition staff and then displayed and organized using descriptive
statistics so that it could be carefully interpreted. The results of the descriptive statistics can be
found in the following section of this report.
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Findings with Descriptive Statistics
The results of the surveys for the 13 focus groups plus two additional industries and 76
employers are as follows:
Table 1 – Valuable Employee Skill Sets

What Employee Skill Sets Are Most Valuable?
Safety conscious
Patience
Stress management
Confidence/assertiveness
Appearance
Reading and comprehension
Flexibility
Recent industry experience
Bilingualism
Management skills
Ability and willingness to carry out a variety of…
Compassion/empathy
Leadership
Attention to detail
Industry specific accrediations
Organizational skills
Teamwork
Willingness to learn/fast learner
Computer skills
Critical thinking/problem solving/fast decision-…
Punctuality/time management
Integrity/loyalty/commitment/work ethic
Industry specific knowledge
Industry specific skills and experience
Drive/motivation/independence
Honesty/trustworthiness
Friendly/good personality/positive/interpersonal…
Reliability/responsibility/dependability
Communication
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Table 2 – Employee Retention Barriers
What Do You Find Are Your Barriers In Retaining High Quality
Employees?
Work with relatives
Long hours
Competition with other employers
Background (?)
Positive discrimination
manager turnover
Team morale
High cost benefits (?)
Other employment
Family business model
Some employees prefer smaller companies
can't take constructive criticism
lack of loyalty
lazy
irresponsible
Book smart, not street smart
Attitude problems
Language barriers
Hard physical labor
Honesty
Poor thinking skills
Lack of training offered
Childcare issues
Employees do not maintain consistency
Lack of respect given
Need flexibility for long term employment
Applicants expecting to start at the top/want easy…
Lack of benefits
Stress, workload too high, environment too…
Unskilled workforce
Not enough opportunity for advancement
Pay
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Table 3 – Top Lacking Employee Skill Sets
What Are The Key Skill Sets You Feel Your Current Workforce And
Applicants Are Lacking?
Flexibility
Computer skills
Maturity
Common sense
Confidence
Teamwork
Responsibility/accountability
Appearance
Wide ranging skills
Dealing with difficult situations
Organizational skills
Ability to learn
Persistence/Resilience
Leadership
Attention to detail
Productivity speed
Professionalism
Following directions
Problem solving
Industry specific knowledge
Lack of experience (prev. experience too short, not…
Basic literacy/grammar
Punctuality/time management
Drive/motivation/initiative
Industry specific skills
Interpersonal skills/customer service
Reliability/dependability/work ethic/integrity
Communication
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Table 4 – Recruitment of Quality Employees
Where Do You Find Your Most Talented Or Qualified Employees?
Transfers
in the shop/in the field
newspaper adverts
HVAC schools
Industry adverts
Targeting suitable age and demographic
Industry specific graduates
Government programs
Recruitment drives
Ex military
Good interview process
Recruiting from other companies (poaching)
People we have trained/have interned
Four year colleges
Found employer through word of mouth/interest in…
Job fairs (particularly college job fairs)
HR firm/agency
Care.com
Company website application
Edjoin
Online networking groups
Craigslist
General
Referrals from current employees
Personal referrals
Industry connections/networking
General
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Table 5 – Recruitment Methods - Advertising

How Do You Recruit Your Workforce?
Advertisement
3%

3%

3%

6%
Internet
Newspaper
Job Boards
Store Window
Unspecified
85%

Table 6 – Recruitment Methods – Colleges

How Do Recruit Your Workforce? Schools and
Colleges
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo

Industry specific school

14%

14%

72%
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Table 7 – Recruitment Methods – Employment Agencies

How Do You Recruit Your Workforce?
Agencies
AppleOne
10%

Temp
20%
Unspecified
60%
Riverside County
HR
10%

Table 8 – Recruitment Methods - Referrals

How Do You Recruit Your Workforce?
Referrals

Personal
25%

From current
employees
13%

General
62%
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Table 9 – Recruitment Methods - Other

How Do You Recruit Your Workforce?
Other

Walk-ins

5%
5%

Job fairs

5%

25%
Internal recruitment

5%

Multiple channels
5%
Head hunting from other
companies (management)
Interns often hired

10%

Conferences
25%

In-store hiring events

15%
Govt. programs
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Table 10 – Employer Anticipated Future Growth Trends

Growth Trends

What Are Your Future Growth Trends In Your Industry and
Need For New Employees?

General
Technology
Government
(economic/policy shifts)
Dependent on Unpredictible Industry

Table 11 – Industry Specific Growth Trends

Growth Trends

What Are Your Growth Trends For Your Industry and
Need For New Employees?

Stable
Declining
Increased
competition poss loss of
growth

Growing
(international
expansion)
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Table 12 – Anticipated Workforce Needs - Skills

What Workforce Needs Will This Create
Skills
Communication
Fast learning to keep up with new technologies/industry change
Industry specific experience
Good staff management
Customer service
Computer
Manual labour
Sales
Problem solving
Other Misc. Skills

16%

23%

13%
4%
5%
11%

5%
7%
7%

9%
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Table 13 – Anticipated Workforce Needs – Education

What Workforce Needs Will This Create?
Education

Trades (New Trends)
High School Diploma

10%
24%

7%

Degree
Teaching certification

10%

Generalised certifications
10%

Medicine
Cloud Computing

7%
4%

7%

7%
7%

7%

Math
Trade Specific (HVAC, Elec)
Medical Field
Misc. Education
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Table 14 – Workforce Additional Educational Requirements

What Professional / Technical Certification Do
You Employ Or Require When Hiring?
None

Position dependent

IT/Computer certification (MS specified)

Trade school

In-company training and certification

Automotive licensing/cert (ASC)

Food handlers card

High School/GED

Medical (Certs. And Licenses)

PALS

NATE certified

Professional Engineering (PE)

2%
3%

2%

17%

10%
3%

6%

3%
5%

5%

4%

40%
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Table 15 – Degree Importance

How Important Is A 4 Year College Degree
When Hiring?

Not important
at all

Important (not
essential)

Less important Very important
than other
(essential)
factors

Depends on
position being
hired for

Table 16 – Hiring Of Employees with Criminal Backgrounds

Do You Hire Individuals Who Have A Prior Criminal Record?
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Table 17 – What Can A Person With A Background Do?

What Can An Individual With Prior Background Issues Do To
Better Their Chances To Work In Your Company?

Table 18 – Length Of Time Before Hiring With A Background
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How Far Back Do You Go On Someone's Background
When Hiring
(employers who do carry background checks surveyed)

7 years

10
5 years
years life

10
years

1 year 2 years

2-5
years

Case
by case

7-10
years

5-7
years

3 years

Table 20 – Employer Ratings for Employee Skills and Competencies (1 = Low Skill and 5 =
Above Average Skill)
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Conclusion - Connection Assessment Results To the HIRE ME Curriculum
The HIRE ME curriculum that Smooth Transition has developed is designed to meet the
primary goal of the CalWORKs Welfare to Work Program (WTW) and to assist County
customers in the WTW program in obtaining employment. The HIRE ME curriculum basic
components include:

1. Resume and application building
2. Interviewing skills
3. Job Search Preparation
In line with the results of the employer assessment outcomes, Smooth Transition developed
the HIRE ME curriculum that incorporates specific training subject matter that is based on the
assessed employer needs and includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

trainer instructions timeframes
learning objectives
mapping to every section
lecture information
exercise activity instruction including but not limited to:
 developing goals
 financial planning
 communication
 time management
 organization
 work attitudes.
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job Search preparation and techniques
resume Building
Interview preparation and skills

In addition to the employer assessments, Smooth Transition also conducted several cohort
meetings with County DPSS staff to gain a holistic perspective of the needs of County DPSS
staff, employers, customers and the key training components for the curriculum. As a result,
the following 12 module curriculum was developed and this highly interactive training
involves lecture, discussions, skill demonstrations, interactive role playing, video and online
links as well as live coaching support. All learning outcomes of the training are designed to
prepare DPSS customers to better meet the needs of local employers when job searching and
after they are hired. After review of the data and cohort feedback, upon completion of the
course, customers will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

Assess their strengths and roadblocks
Plan and set career and personal goals for themselves as well as evaluate the outcomes
Evaluate their outcomes as well as strategize how to make adjustments where needed
Create a positive self-image through accomplishment stories and personal data
Review their educational accomplishments as well as create an education plan to
achieve their career goals
Build up their personal career profile and creating relevant information
Get to know themselves personally, what their true career desires look like and break
any barriers that may be blocking their career and personal achievement
Use technology to research, seek and apply for a job
Understand and practice strong interview skills including personal care and verbal and
non-verbal body language techniques
Create a roadmap to success through building self-esteem, confidence and selfactualization
Understand the power and importance of developing and maintaining a strong career
development network as a means to achieve career development goals
Recognize and avoid the common pitfalls and mistakes during the career development
process, including staying positive, practicing emotional intelligence and effective
communication skills
How to effectively build a strong career marketing campaign, which includes a resume,
cover letters, reference letters and an education portfolio
Understand effective life and financial literacy skills as a means to develop the tools
necessary for financial self-sufficiency upon obtaining gainful employment
Practice and develop the basic computer technology application skills necessary for
obtaining employment
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Module 1 – Act One Scene One (AOSO)
•
Personal Care, Planning And Goal Setting
•
Assessing Your Strengths and Roadblocks
•
Evaluating Your Results
•
Strategizing Results And Making Adjustments
Module 2 – Positive Career Self-Image (PCSI)
•
Creating Your Personal Career Narrative
•
Accomplishment Stories / Mission Statements
•
Professional Data
•
Education Accomplishments / Additional Skills
Module 3 – Building Up Your Profile (BUYP)
•
Education And Training Plans
•
What Are They Looking For?
•
What Is Relevant?
•
Keeping Your Ducks In A Row
Module 4 – Getting To Know Yourself (GTKY)
•
Who Are You?
•
Tell Me About Yourself
•
Where Do You Fit/What Do You Want To Do?
•
What’s Stopping You?
Module 5 – Job Searching/Employment Resources (JS / ER)
•
Using Technology To Reach Career Goals
•
Basic Computer Skills For Employment
•
Advanced Computer Skills For Employment
•
Researching Online Career Opportunities
Module 6 – Interviewing Skills And Techniques (ISAT)
•
What Do The Questions Really Mean?
•
Verbal And Nonverbal Communication
•
Look The Part To Be The Part
•
Presenting The Best You
Module 7 – Road Map To Success (RMTS)
•
What Does Your Road Map Look Like?
•
Achieving Self-Actualization
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•
•

The Foundation Of Confidence
The Six Pillars Of Self-Esteem

Module 8 – Networking Is The Key (NITK)
•
The Importance Of Networking
•
Networking Activities For Success
•
Networking Resources
•
Creating A Networking Campaign
Module 9– Pitfalls And Common Mistakes (PACM)
•
Compensation Negotiation
•
Telephone Strategies
•
Effective Communication Skills & EQ
•
Staying Positive Through The Process
Module 10 – Pulling It All Together (PIAT)
•
Building Your Power Resume
•
Gathering Reference Letters
•
Creating A Powerful Cover Letter
•
Sharpening The Saw
Module 11 – Financial Literacy/Life Skills (FL / LS)
•
Budgeting And Money
•
Self Sufficient Living
•
Banking And Loans
Module 12 – Computer Literacy Skills Training (CLST)
•
Basic Internet And Computer Skills
•
Microsoft Word Basics
•
Microsoft Excel Basics
•
Microsoft PowerPoint Basics
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Appendix
1 – Employer Survey
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